Hyperoxia increases paradoxical sleep rhythm in the pontine cat
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Abstract

Pontine cat is an ectothermic preparation, whose central temperature can artificially be lowered from 36°C to 26°C; this gradual hypothermia is accompanied by a dramatic increase in paradoxical sleep (PS). Two main hypotheses might explain this result: executive systems of PS might be switched on gradually by cold-sensitive thermoreceptors, whereas inhibitory monoaminergic mechanisms appear to be warm-sensitive. On the other hand, energy saving mechanisms peculiar to hypothermia might promote PS appearance.

Indeed, in normal animals, PS is selectively suppressed both by hyperthermia and hypoxia. The inhibitory effect of hypoxia might explain why hypothermia, which protects the brain against hypoxic alterations, might facilitate PS. If this last hypothesis is correct, the putative increase in cerebral oxygen supply might increase PS. For this reason, we submitted eight pontine carotid-deafferented cats, kept at the same central temperature (34 ± 0.5°C: temperature clamp) to periodic hyperoxia (PaO2 = 58 ± 7 kPa) or room air (PaO2 = 17 ± 2 kPa) alternatively during 4- or 12-h periods. Hyperoxia induced an 85% increase in PS, mainly due to an increase in PS rhythm (PS cycle duration was 65 ± 4 min in normoxia and 45 ± 4 min in hyperoxia, p < 0.0001). In five animals, after hyperoxia, PS cycle returned gradually back to control values in 4 to 12 h. These findings show that PS is exquisitely sensitive to conditions that impair oxidative metabolism. The role of cholinergic executive PS systems as putative metabolic-sensitive neurons remains to be established
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1. Introduction

In the chronic pontine cat, an ectothermic preparation, paradoxical sleep (PS) is strongly dependent upon central temperature (CT). On the one hand, PS does not appear beyond 36°C, while the periodic decrease in CT below 36°C may induce sleep. On the other hand, progressive hypothermia, from 35°C to 25°C is accompanied by a dramatic increase in PS, from 2% at 36°C to 90% at 25°C [17-20]. This phenomenon was tentatively explained by differential heat and cold sensitivity of both inhibitory and executive mechanisms of PS or by energetic mechanisms. Monoaminergic systems located in the raphe and in the locus coeruleus, whose increased activity [17-20],28 might facilitate PS. In fact, the oxygen (O2) supply to the brainstem in a pontine preparation might be impaired, so that a relative tissular dysoxia could exist despite a normal arterial oxygen pressure (PaO2). If this hypothesis is correct, the putative increase in cerebral O2 supply might increase PS. For this reason, we submitted pontine cats, kept at the same CT just below PS threshold (34°C) (temperature clamp) to periodic hyperoxia. Our results demonstrate that hyperoxia increases PS by 85% mainly by increasing PS ultradian rhythm.
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1. Introduction

In the chronic pontine cat, an ectothermic chronic preparation, paradoxical sleep (PS) is strongly dependent upon central temperature (CT). On the one hand, PS does not appear beyond 36°C, while the periodic decrease in CT below 36°C may induce sleep. On the other hand, progressive hypothermia, from 35°C to 25°C is accompanied by a dramatic increase in PS, from 2% at 36°C to 90% at 25°C [17-20]. This phenomenon was tentatively explained by differential heat and cold sensitivity of both inhibitory and executive mechanisms of PS or by energetic mechanisms. Monoaminergic systems located in the raphe and in the locus coeruleus, whose increased activity suppresses PS (for a review, see Ref. [16]) are activated by high CT [27]. On the one hand, cold-sensitive nerve cells, firing below 34°C, have been described in the pontine tegmentum [27] and it may be speculated that executive neurons of PS could be excited by low CT. On the other hand, in normal animals from various species, PS is selectively suppressed both by hyperthermia [21, 22, 24, 33] and hypoxia [3, 13, 23, 28]. This inhibitory effect of hypoxia might explain why hypothermia, which decreases cerebral metabolic rate [7] and protects the brain against hypoxic alterations [32, 35] might facilitate PS. In fact, the oxygen (O2) supply to the brainstem in a pontine preparation might be impaired, so that a relative tissular dysoxia could exist despite a normal arterial oxygen pressure (PaO2). If this hypothesis is correct, the putative increase in cerebral O2 supply might increase PS. For this reason, we submitted pontine cats, kept at the same CT just below PS threshold (34°C) (temperature clamp) to periodic hyperoxia. Our results demonstrate that hyperoxia increases PS by 85% mainly by increasing PS ultradian rhythm.
have been described in the pontine tegmentum [2] and it may be speculated that executive neurons of PS could be excited by low CT. On the other hand, in normal animals from various species, PS is selectively suppressed both by hyperthermia [21,22,24,36] and hypoxia [3,12,23,28]. This inhibitory effect of hypoxia might explain why hypothermia, which decreases cerebral metabolic rate [7] and protects the brain against hypoxic alterations [32,33] might facilitate PS. In fact, the oxygen (O2) supply to the brainstem in a pontine preparation might be impaired, so that a relative tissue dyoxia could exist despite a normal arterial oxygen pressure (PaO2). If this hypothesis is correct, the putative increase in cerebral O2 supply might increase PS. For this reason, we submitted pontine cats, kept at the same CT just below PS threshold (34°C) (temperature clamp) to periodic hyperoxia. Our results demonstrate that hyperoxia increases PS by 85% mainly by increasing PS ultradian rhythm.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Surgical procedure

The effects of hyperoxia were studied in eight pontine cats, six males (C122, F122, J122, N122, P122, C123), two females (Z123, H124) weighing from 2.2-2.8 kg. All animals were treated according to the guidelines approved by the French Ethics Committee (Decree 87-848). Surgery was performed under deep pentobarbital anesthesia (Nembutal, 25 mg/kg i.v.) on the day immediately preceding the recordings (D0). Both carotids were ligated upstream from the carotid chemoreceptors. The calvarium was opened, the dura mater sectioned and the sagittal sinus ligated at both extremities. The brainstem was then transected with a knife in the stereotaxic coronal plane A2.5, just rostral to the pons. All cerebral tissues rostral to the transection, including cortex, thalamus, hypothalamus and pituitary gland, were removed by aspiration. The olfactory bulb was left intact (Fig. 1). Local bleeding was controlled by clipping the arteries and by applying local haemostatic gelatin. Bipolar electrodes were implanted in the olfactory bulb to record Adrian waves [1], in the orbits to record eye movements and in the abducens nuclei to record pontogeniculo-occipital waves (PGO). Electrodes were placed on the neck muscles to record the electromyogram (EMG) and on the chest to record the electrocardiogram (EKG). The calvarium was then closed and fixed with acrylic cement.

2.2. Temperature clamp

After surgery, the cats were placed in an incubator. A the istor probe was fixed in the colon to measure central temperature (CT). An automatic device maintained CT precisely around a fixed level (34.0 ± 0.5°C) by controlling the heating of the incubator (Ta = 26.8 ± 1.7°C). Electrophysiological activity was continuously monitored over four days on an 8-channel polygraph (ALVAR, REEGA, Paris, France), run at 30 cm/min during the day and at 60 cm/min during the night. Rectal temperature measured with thermistors was continuously recorded on a Linseis recorder (LINSEIS, Germany) together with the integrated activities of the EMG, PGO waves, and olfactory bulb.

When CT reached 34.5°C (fixed as maximal CT), the automatic device stopped the incubator heating until CT reached 33.5°C (fixed as minimal CT). At 33.5°C, the incubator was automatically switched on. The rate of cooling of the animal, i.e., the duration between maximal and minimal CT was measured on the Linseis recorder. This rate of cooling was used as an index of the residual thermogenesis.

2.3. Animal care

The cats were not given any substitutive hormonal therapy and were continuously infused with 4.5% NaCl and 5% glucose through a jugular catheter during the survival period (73-116 h). Urinary volume and Na+ and K+ concentrations in the urines were measured twice a day in order to adjust the infused volumes to urinary ionic excretion. The cats were turned twice a day at 0700 h and 1900 h. Thiamphenicol (250 mg) was injected i.m. daily to prevent infection.

2.4. Paradoxical sleep criteria

As described previously [15], two states were easily recognized in the polygraphic recording of a chronic pontine cat. 'Waking' state was characterized by the presence of an EMG tone, high amplitude discharges of Adrian waves in the olfactory bulb and the absence of PGO waves. 'PS' state was characterized by complete muscle atonia on the EMG, the presence of PGO wave and eye movement bursts and the absence or decrease in Adrian waves [12] (Fig. 2). The states were visually scored. The PS cycle was measured as the duration of the intervals between two successive PS episodes, provided that these episodes belonged to the same gas session (see below).

2.5. Oxygen procedure

Recordings started on the first post-operative day (D1) which was used as a control period. Oxygen 1.5-2 l/min was then administered during the second and third postoperative days (D2 and D3) periodically for 4- or 12-h periods with a mask, for the fractional inspired O2 concentration FIO2 to be kept around 60%. In the other periods, the cats were breathing room air (FIO2 = 21%). In three cats, arterial blood gases were periodically measured through a catheter located in the femoral artery, in the following conditions: during anesthesia before surgery and on the days following surgery while breathing room air and the hyperoxic mixture. In addition, arterial blood gases were measured in awake unrestrained intact cat, while breathing room air and the hyperoxic mixture, in order to provide data on normal kPaO2 for awake cat. Respiratory frequency was measured from Adrian waves in all cats.

2.6. Necropsy

At the end of the experiments, the cats were sacrificed under deep pentobarbital anesthesia (30 mg/kg i.v.). The brain was removed and fixed in 10% formalin. A necropsy of major organs, including the lungs and the adrenal glands, was performed.

2.7. Statistical methods

Statistics were performed on Statgraphics 2.6 software (Manugistics, MD), using Wilcoxon test. Significance was defined at a risk < 0.05.

3. Results
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3.1. Effects of hyperoxia on arterial blood gases

In the three pontine cats in which arterial blood gases were measured, CO2 arterial pressure (PaCO2) was not significantly different in normoxia (3.6 ± 0.8 kPa; mean ± S.D.) and in hyperoxia (3.1 ± 0.1 kPa; p = 0.62). Arterial pH was not modified (7.39 ± 0.03 in normoxia vs. 7.42 ± 0.01 in hyperoxia, p = 0.44). As expected, PaO2 increased significantly from 17.1 ± 2.6 kPa in normoxia to 58.4 ± 6.9 kPa (p < 0.001) in hyperoxia. Arterial blood gases obtained in different conditions (awake unrestrained intact cats breathing room air or under hyperoxia, anesthetized intact cat breathing room air or under hyperoxia, and pontine cat before, during and after hyperoxia) are displayed in Table 1.

3.2. Effects of hyperoxia on cardiorespiratory function

Heart rate measured on the EKG was similar in both sessions (148 ± 3 beats/min, mean ± S.E.M. in normoxia vs. 152 ± 4 in hyperoxia, p = 0.63). Respiratory frequency was not modified (20.1 ± 0.5 cycles/min in normoxia vs. 21.2 ± 0.9 in hyperoxia, p = 0.25).

3.3. Effects of hyperoxia on thermogenesis

It was possible to observe that hyperoxia increased thermogenesis, since the rate of cooling slowed down. When the incubator stopped, the time to reach minimal CT increased from 109.9 ± 3 min to 126.2 ± 5 min (p = 0.01).

3.4. Effects of hyperoxia on PS duration

On average, total PS duration accumulated over 4-h periods increased by 85% (12.4 ± 2.1 min in normoxia vs. 22.7 ± 4.8 min in hyperoxia, p = 0.03). In two cats J122, F122, PS was absent during room air breathing and appeared only after the first hyperoxic session.

Individual duration of PS episodes was not different breathing room air and under hyperoxia (5.6 ± 0.2 min vs. 4.8 ± 0.2 min, p = 0.16). Mean PS episodes durations during air breathing and hyperoxia and after cessation of hyperoxia are shown in panels A and B of Fig. 3.

3.5. Effects of hyperoxia on PS cycle

PS cycle duration dropped from 65 ± 4 min when the cats were breathing air room (n = 136) to 45 ± 4 min (n = 146, p < 0.00001) during hyperoxia. PS cycle durations for individual animals are shown in Table 2.

PS cycle duration measured during baseline room air and hyperoxia are shown on the left hand panel of Fig. 4. On the right hand panel of Fig. 4, PS cycle durations during the first 12 It following the interruption of hyperoxia are displayed. There were no significant differences between early and late measurements for the whole group.

However, when oxygen administration was interrupted, there were differences in the behavior of individual animals. In three of them (N122, C123, H124), PS cycle returned back to control values within the first 4-h period. In contrast, in the five other animals, PS cycle increased progressively and reached control values after a 4 to 12-h period. Representative examples of different behaviours are shown on Fig. 5. Cat N122 (upper trace) did not have a post-hyperoxia effect. In cat J122 (middle trace), PS was absent during air breathing and was triggered by hyperoxia, with an 8-h post-hyperoxia effect. Cat P122 (lower trace) had a 12-h post-hyperoxia effect.

4. Discussion

Our main result is that hyperoxia causes an 85% increase in PS in pontine cats, mainly through a striking increase in PS rhythm.

4.1. Thermo- and chemo-sensitive central neurons

These results cannot be explained solely by differential heat and cold sensitivities of the ponto-medullary mechanisms inhibiting or executing PS, since CT was clamped in our experiments. The increased thermogenesis during hyperoxia was limited by the temperature-clamp and, if involved in the control of PS, should have reduced and not increased PS [17].

CO2/H+ -sensitive neurons have been described in the brainstem (for review, see Ref. [34]), but it is unlikely that they were involved since PCO2 and pH were not modified during hyperoxic breathing. Central O2-sensitive neurons might exist [30], since hyperoxia induces hyperventilation in carotid-deafferented cats [25], and they could have been stimulated during hyperoxia. However, since we did not observe tachypnea and post-hyperventilation hypocapnia during hyperoxia, which are indirect signs of stimulation of these putative O2-sensitive neurons [5], it is unlikely that they played a significant role although minute ventilation was not measured in our preparation.

Hyperoxia may restore the animal to a normal level required for normal neuronal function. Since arterial oxygenation was similar in pontine preparation while breathing room air and in normal awake and anesthetized animal, hyperoxia seems to restore supranormal level in pontine preparations.

4.2. Discrepancy between hyperthermia and hyperoxia-mediated effects

These experiments were set up in order to explain the linear increase in PS observed with decreasing CT [17, 18]. However, if hyperoxia and hyperthermia both increase PS, they have slightly different effects. Hyperthermia increases the duration of PS episodes without modifying PS rhythm [19], whereas hyperoxia increases PS rhythm without modifying the duration of PS episodes. However, the effects of hyperthermia cannot be reduced to a better cerebral O2 supply adequacy. Hyperthermia modifies the velocity of enzymatic reactions (for review, see Ref. [4]) and therefore could affect PS control through mechanisms different from those implied in hyperoxia. However, PS cycles observed during hyperoxia in pontine cats are almost twice longer than the PS cycles of intact cats [8], meaning that suprapontine mechanisms influence a putative pontomedullary ‘PS-clock’. The effect of hyperoxia on PS rhythm is similar to what is observed in those pontine preparations where a small island containing the hypothalamus and the hypophysis is left in place [19]. Such preparations kept at a 34°C CT exhibit PS with a cycle of 47 ± 4 min (J.-P. Sastre, personal communication), a measure close to the 45 ± 4 min observed in our hyperoxic pontine cats. Hyperprolactinemia is thought to be responsible for PS rhythm increase in small island preparations [20]. Prolactine and O2 share the ability to stimulate pyruvate dehydrogenase, an enzyme of oxidative metabolism [28]. The putative mechanism of interaction between this enzymatic activity and PS is discussed hereafter.
An exciting finding in our study was the prolongation of the increase in PS rhythm observed after cessation of hyperoxia in five animals, despite an immediate normalization of arterial blood gases. This long-lasting effect suggests that the putative ‘PS-clock’ may accumulate an O2-dependent substrate, released for 4 to 12 h after the end of hyperoxia.

4.3. Cholinergic PS systems and oxidative metabolism

In two cats who failed to exhibit PS in control conditions, hyperoxia was sufficient to gate PS, while in the other cats it modified the PS-clock, making it run twice faster. Therefore, it is likely that PS depends upon the oxidative metabolism. It is now acknowledged that PS involves cholinergic structures located in the pons-medulla (for review, see Ref. [14]). Acetylcholine (ACh) synthesis is regulated by pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH), an enzyme that converts pyruvate into acetylcoenzyme A (AcCoA) via the Krebs cycle. AcCoA is both a precursor moiety of ACh and a substrate for oxidative phosphorylation in the mitochondria. ACh synthesis is critically dependent on AcCoA supply [10]. PDH is activated by a phosphatase and inactivated by a kinase and there is evidence both in vitro and in vivo that the activation of PDH is dependent upon the mitochondrial redox state [38]. For this reason, mild hypoxia alters ACh biosynthesis [6,29]. This might explain why PS is selectively suppressed by hypoxia, whereas slow-wave sleep may be normal or increased in normal cats [3,13]. On the other hand, waking mechanisms may utilize the conversion of pyruvate into lactate through lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), since there may exist an uncoupling between glucose and O2 consumptions during active wake as shown by recent positron emission tomography investigations [9]. It is worth noticing that the structures that inhibit PS, for instance the locus coeruleus, are rich in LDH [37], whereas ACh-containing neurons of the pons-medulla are rich in PDH [26,33].

4.4. Model of interaction between oxidative metabolism, temperature and sleep-wake cycle

These data led us to suggest the following hypothesis concerning the striking dependency of PS upon CT in pontine cats. Above the threshold of 36°C, there seems to exist some uncoupling between glucose and O2 consumptions. In these conditions, the metabolism of pyruvate would be channelled mostly towards the LDH pathway which could be activated within the monoaminergic systems. The relative deficit of oxidative metabolism would not permit PDH to be activated and brainstem ACh synthesis would be impaired. This would explain the permanent waking observed above 36°C. Below this threshold, there is, in the absence of any regulatory hypothalamic mechanisms, a 10% decrease in O2 consumption at 34°C [7]. Since O2 supply does not decrease at the same rate as O2 consumption [11,31], a condition permitting the oxidative metabolism of pyruvate into AcCoA, ACh will appear and allow the appearance of PS with a circahoral rhythm. Hyperoxia will increase the activation of PDH phosphatase and the synthesis of ACh, which could explain the 30-50% increase in the ultradian rhythm of PS.

In conclusion, cholinergic mechanisms of PS might be critically dependent upon cerebral O2 supply which controls the oxidative metabolism of pyruvate in the pontine cats. The confirmation of this hypothesis would require the recording of cerebral O2, supply, blood flow and tissue lactate in pontine preparation.
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Fig. 1. Sagittal view of a pontine cat

The brain is sectioned at the ponto-mesencephalic junction (coronal section in A2.5 stereotaxic plane) and cerebral structures rostral to the section are removed. Isolated olfactory bulbs are left in place (not shown in the figure).

Fig. 2. Polygraphic recording of a pontine cat
Left panel: "waking" state; right panel: 'paradoxical sleep' state. EOG: electrooculogram; EMG: neck electromyogram; OB: olfactory bulb activity; Ab N: abducens nucleus activity; EKG: electrocardiogram. Waking state is characterized by high amplitude discharges of Adrian waves in OB, while PS is characterized by ponto-geniculo-occipital burst activity in the abducens nucleus, rapid eye movements, complete muscular atonia, and absence of Adrian waves.

**Fig. 3 Effect of hyperoxia on PS episodes duration**

There were no significant differences between mean PS episodes duration when breathing room air and under hyperoxia (panel A) and after cessation of hyperoxia (panel B). Bars indicate S.E.M.

**Fig. 4. Effect of hyperoxia on PS cycle duration**
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Mean PS cycle is reduced by one-third when breathing the hyperoxic mixture (panel A). When oxygen administration is interrupted, PS cycle return back to control values either within 4 h, or progressively after a 4- to 12-h period (panel B). Bars indicate S.E.M.

Fig. 5 Hypnograms of three pontine cats

Vertical bars represent PS (paradoxical sleep) episodes varying in duration. Thick shaded horizontal bars indicate hyperoxic breathing. In cat N122 (upper trace), hyperoxia caused an increased PS frequency, returning back to baseline values when breathing room air. In cat J122 (middle trace), PS was absent at the beginning of the study during air breathing and was apparently triggered by hyperoxia; this increased frequency persisted for 8 h after cessation of hyperoxia (post-hyperoxia effect). In cat P122 (lower trace), PS was present during air breathing, its frequency increased during hyperoxia and remained elevated 12 h after cessation of hyperoxia. On average, individual PS durations were similar in the various conditions tested.

Table 1: Blood gases in intact and pontine cat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intact awake cat (37°C)</th>
<th>Intact anesthetized cat (37°C)</th>
<th>Pontine cat (34°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room air</td>
<td>Hyperoxia</td>
<td>Room air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P02</td>
<td>16.4 ± 2.6</td>
<td>45.5 ± 3.6</td>
<td>14.8 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCO2</td>
<td>3.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.5</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7.41 ± 0.05</td>
<td>7.37 ± 0.04</td>
<td>7.41 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arterial blood gases (mean ± standard deviation, in kPa) were measured in intact awake cat and in three cats, during anesthesia before surgery and on the days following surgery, while breathing room air and the hyperoxic mixture. Central temperature is indicated in brackets. Asterisks indicate a significant difference (p < 0.05) in P02 measured during hyperoxia and while breathing room air.

Table 2: Effect of breathing room air or hyperoxic mixture on PS cycle duration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal</th>
<th>Room air</th>
<th>Hyperoxia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C122</td>
<td>46 ± 2</td>
<td>29 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C123</td>
<td>89 ± 14</td>
<td>69 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F122</td>
<td>141 ± 28</td>
<td>123 ± 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H124</td>
<td>101 ± 15</td>
<td>113 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J122</td>
<td>52 ± 5*</td>
<td>22 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N122</td>
<td>56 ± 28</td>
<td>51 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P122</td>
<td>71 ± 11</td>
<td>48 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z123</td>
<td>63 ± 6</td>
<td>51 ± 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Mean PS cycle duration is indicated in minutes ± standard error. The two cats with an asterisk had no PS at baseline: these data were obtained during the experimental days after PS appearance.
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